
between the Slaughter Daughters and Les Filles Du Roi in the
quarterfinals on day two, the surprising team from Thunder Bay

who made it to the second day, and another new tournament

winner in the Vicious Dishes.
"That Betties vs. Thames Fatales game was one of the most

exciting and emotional derby games I have ever seen," said Chicks
Ahoy! rookie Emily Shelton a.k.a Roadside BombShel. "I felt that

our league was a big family and we loved being able to support

each other."
Aside from big game highlights that they witnessed, rookies

skating in the event also had their own personal highlights, which

presumably cemented the weekend into their minds. "Watching

my team mate Audrey Hellborn's first derby bout since 2009,"
said Death Track Dolls rookie Amy Dal Bello aka Ames to Kill.

"She is an amazing player and I've been anxiously waiting to

watch her play and she did amazing."
Rookies also receive the opportunity to play with skaters they

idolize, a highlight that makes some skater's hearts flutter whilst

boggling their minds at the chance to step out on the flat track
with their favourite players. "I got to play against Mirambo and I

didn't get sent to the box," said Lotter. "It was also nice to see

the improvements in our team play since our very first game.
It's good to see that we can put up a decent wall if we try.

Now if we can just improve on a thousand other things."

One of the more interesting elements that came out of the

Beast is the sheer and utter respect team mates have for one
another after such a gruelling and ferocious tournament.

Everyone is exhausted, covered in bruises and dripping with
sweat, yet they still have the time to give praise. "All of my

team mates were helping make everyone comfortable, especially

our captains Misery Mae and Titmouse," said Loranca. "They
are doing such a great job keeping the Betties working together
and that shows in our game."

The enthusiasm and nervousness that was on the faces of
rookies on day one turned into exhaustion and smiles by the end

of the weekend, was it all worth it in the end? "Seeing Tara (Part)
with the well deserved (third place) trophy in hand and hearing
the crowd chant Chicks Ahoy! as we posed for pictures shouting

'We're number fun' was amazing," said Shelton. "We all got
outrageous matching Montreal Roller Derby hats and got called

up to accept our third place trophy, radiant in our neon green
was well worth it.".
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